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Highway Trust Fund Addressed in House and Senate

The tables were turned in the Highway Trust Fund (HTF) debate last week
when the House Ways & Means Committee took the lead in putting
forward a $10.8 billion bipartisan solution to patch the HTF through May
2015. Prior to this week, House leadership had remained non-committal
on a path forward, but the bill breezed through the Committee and is
expected to be considered on the House floor next week.

The Senate Finance Committee countered later that day with a similar
$10.8 billion bipartisan plan to fund the HTF through May 2015. The
proposal, negotiated by Chairman Ron Wyden (D-OR) and Ranking
Member Orrin Hatch (R-UT), passed the Committee with relative ease. It is
unknown when the bill will be considered on the Senate floor. 

Following the Senate Finance Committee’s approval of a HTF patch,
Senate Environment & Public Works Chairman Barbara Boxer (D-CA)
announced she would only extend the programmatic authority in the
Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) through
December 2014, necessitating a push for action on a long-term
authorization by the end of the year. Key Democratic Senators Ron Wyden
(D-OR) and Tom Carper (D-DE) are on board with her strategy, but the
House patch of the Highway Trust Fund extends programmatic authority to
June 1, 2015. This means another transportation impasse will need to be
negotiated in the coming weeks.

To date, more than 100 letters have been sent to Congress, urging them
to fix the Highway Trust Fund. Thanks to those of you who have let your
congressional delegation know that inaction is not an option. With the
House taking action to pass a Highway Trust Fund patch this week, and
with the Senate close behind, there is still time to make your voice heard. 
Please visit PCA’s Take Action page and send a letter today!
Contact Lauren Schapker

2014 Gleason Leadership Nominations Due Friday

The John P. Gleason, Jr., Leadership Awards
honor PCA members who have exhibited
industry leadership by advancing key
Association programs and initiatives. 

The awards are named after John P. “Jay”
Gleason, Jr., who served as PCA president
from 1986 until his retirement in 2007.
Gleason was known for his consensus building
among both members and allies and for his
strong leadership skills. During his tenure,
PCA membership rose from 57 percent to 98
percent of the U.S. cement industry.

Design and Control of
Concrete Mixtures
PCA's renowned reference on the
fundamentals of concrete
technology and construction has
been fully revised with the latest
industry standards/specs.
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Awards are presented in three categories:

Business Continuity: Issues and factors affecting PCA member
companies’ ability to continue viable operations. These include regulatory
advocacy, federal advocacy, research, standards, safety and health, and
other initiatives related to manufacturing and operations. 

Market Development: Factors that influence increasing the size of the
market for cement and cement-based products. These include national
and regional marketing and promotion, imaging and branding, federal and
local advocacy, codes and standards, and MIT Concrete Sustainability
Hub.

Leaders Under 40: Recognizes up-and-coming member company
employees under 40 years old who will lead the cement industry into the
future – individuals that demonstrate high potential for success in
leadership roles and exhibit a strong commitment to PCA and the cement
industry.

Entry forms, more information, and past nominees are available on PCA’s
website. Nominations are due July 18. Winners will be announced at
PCA’s Fall Meeting, August 26, 2014, in Chicago, Illinois.
Contact Jan Farnsworth

PCA Holds to 2014 Job Creation Expectations

Although the harsh winter
weather likely contributed to
the weakened construction
metrics in the first quarter of
the year, the same cannot
entirely be said for the one
percent drop in the gross
domestic product (GDP)
during the same time period.
The magnitude of the
decline, the worst since
early 2009, was surprising
but fortunately not

consistent with other positive economic trends. Healthy job growth and
accelerating housing metrics during the first quarter lead PCA to believe
the weakness is not representative of a fundamental change.

PCA maintains expectations of 2014 job creation growth of 2.491 million.
In terms of construction, the residential market is healing and is expected
to remain the largest construction growth contributor this year while also
playing an important role in job creation. Improved job growth will benefit
commercial construction and will eventually assist the public construction
sector, but in the mean time tight fiscal conditions will constrain public
growth. PCA expects public construction activity to grow roughly one
percent in 2014 with slightly above trend activity in conservation, sewers,
and water supply systems—lifted partially by the housing recovery.

Construction recoveries will continue to emerge in local markets before
being reflected in national numbers. Homebuilders, for example, are
unlikely to significantly accelerate construction activity until two critical
conditions are met: 1) low levels in inventory of unsold new homes
reflecting no higher than five months supply, and 2) stable or rising home
prices. Both conditions are now increasingly being met and signaling the
residential construction recovery – the speed and magnitude continue to
vary by region. Regions with weakest residential fundamentals will likely
lead the market in rates of growth given years of under-building. However,

.

Meetings and Events

PCA Professors' Workshop
July 21-25, 2014
Skokie, Illinois
More information

PCA Fall Committee Meeting
August 24-26, 2014
Chicago, Illinois
More information

PCA Fall Board Meeting
November 16-18, 2014
Scottsdale, Arizona
More information

Full-Depth Reclamation
Symposium
February 10-11, 2015 
Greenville, South Carolina 
More information
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compared to past peaks, these regions with the weakest fundamentals will
remain below national averages in terms of overall recovery progress. At
an individual state level, construction fundamentals are the strongest in
North Dakota, Texas, South Dakota, Nebraska, and Iowa.
Contact Dave Zwicke

House Passes Energy & Water Appropriations Act – On July 10, the
House passed its Fiscal Year 2015 (FY15) Energy & Water Appropriations
bill. The legislation provides funding for the Department of Energy and the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (the Corps). While funding for most federal
agencies has consistently been slashed by Republican appropriators in
recent years, the Corps received a notable boost in the FY15 legislation.
The bill provides $5.5 billion in funding for the Corps - an increase of $25
million above FY14 and nearly $1 billion above the President’s budget
request. Perhaps more importantly, the measure also includes language
prohibiting any changes to the jurisdiction of the Clean Water Act and
definition of “fill  material” and “discharge of fill material.” During
consideration on the House floor, the chamber adopted an amendment
offered by Rep. David McKinley (R-WV), a member of the Cement
Caucus, prohibiting funding for the Obama Administration’s climate change
agenda. The McKinley amendment specifically targets the National Climate
Assessment, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report, the
United Nation’s Agenda 21, and the Social Cost of Carbon. An amendment
to increase Harbor Maintenance Trust Fund spending by $57 million,
offered by Rep. Janice Hahn (D-CA), also passed with broad bipartisan
support. The Senate is not expected to take up the House bill and has
postponed consideration of its own legislation. 
Contact Collin Long

Southerland Introduces Legislation Striking Down WOTUS Rule –
Working in conjunction with Transportation & Infrastructure Committee
Chairman Bill Shuster (R-PA), Rep. Steve Southerland (R-FL) on July 11
introduced legislation that would do away with the EPA-Corps proposed
rule expanding federal jurisdiction over “Waters of the United States”
(WOTUS). The legislation requires the agencies to scrap the proposed rule
and the interpretative rule. It also prohibits related guidance from being
issued by the agencies, and, among a variety of requirements,
collaboration with state officials and related reports to Congress and
mandates a minimum 180-day comment period on a potential future
proposal to alter Clean Water Act jurisdiction. The Transportation &
Infrastructure Committee plans to markup the legislation on July 16. The
bill may reach the House floor as early as September. 
Contact Justin Louchheim

DOE and CEM Reveal Cool Roofing Initiative At White House Event –
On July 3, the Department of Energy and the Clean Energy Ministerial
(CEM) held a briefing on CEM’s 5th annual meeting, held this past May in
Seoul, South Korea. CEM is a high-level global forum to share and
promote best practices that generate clean energy within industries. CEM
announced that the Global Superior Energy Partnership (GSEP),
composed of members from India, Mexico, Japan, South Africa, and the
United States, has launched its initiatives focusing on the deployment of
cool, reflective roofs and pavements. A study on the energy-saving
opportunities of cool roofs was conducted in Mexico, and a pilot project -
constructing eight low-income homes with cool, reflective material - has
begun in India. While GSEP’s current focus is cool roofing, the group will
be developing pavement initiatives in the next year. The project
encourages private investment and input from industry specific companies,
in order to develop long-lasting, energy saving projects.
Contact Alexandra Buck or Bryan Brendle
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Codes and Standards Expands to Regain Concrete
Foothold in Fire Protection

To more effectively address PCA’s renewed emphasis on building codes,
William “Jay” Hall returns to the PCA staff as manager of codes and
standards, working out of Keysville, Virginia. He will represent the cement-
based products industry in the codes and standards development process
for model building codes and standards writing organizations, including the
International Code Council, and the National Fire Protection Association.

Hall’s primary responsibilities will be to preserve and enhance fire
protection criteria of the national model building code to assure that
provisions adequately reflect economical life safety and property protection
solutions achievable with concrete and masonry systems. In addition to
this engagement at the national level, he will also be involved in code
activities related to fire protection criteria for use at the state and local
level and advancing favorable criteria related to community benefits of
enhanced resiliency.

Hall is certified with the International Code Council as a certified building
official and a certified fire official. He has more than 20 years of
experience developing building codes and standards, including tenure as a
Virginia fire marshal, assistant building official, commercial plan review
supervisor, and a member of numerous standing and ad hoc committees
of Building Officials and Code Administrators International.
Contact Jay Hall

Kjorlien Recognized for Leadership at Skills USA
Conference

Bill Kjorlien, masonry tech
manager at Argos USA, was
recognized for 25 years of
service with the Masonry
Technical Committee at the 50th
Skills USA National Leadership
Conference in Kansas City,
Missouri,  June 23-27.

Kjorlien chaired the Masonry
Technical Committee for 10
years. He is a journeyman
mason who served as executive
director of the Southern Brick
Institute, and has been Argos'

Masonry Technical Service Manager for more than seven years. He also
was chairman of the National Concrete Management Association (NCMA)
Workforce Development Subcommittee. He was just appointed ASTM
C12.03 Chair. Currently, he is Skills USA Masonry Technical Committee
Secretary Treasurer.

During his tenure as Masonry Technical Committee Chair, he expanded
the scope of the Skills USA Competition leadership conference to promote
the bricklaying trade and all  of the associated support from the Masonry
Industry. He designed challenging projects that were well within the ability
of students to complete.

Increased interaction with masonry instructors was instituted via a
Masonry Manpower Forum during contest week. The nation’s best and
brightest instructors now have a network through the Masonry Manpower
Forum.

Pictured: Bill Kjorlien and current Skills USA Masonry Technical Committee
Chairman Bryan Light. 

mailto:jhall@cement.org
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Posters, Sponsorships Available for Durability
Conference

Poster and sponsorship opportunities are still available for the 4th
International Conference on Durability of Concrete Structures (ICDCS) that
will take place July 23-26, 2014, at Purdue University, West Lafayette,
Indiana.

The conference brings together international experts on the durability of
concrete structures to share their recent achievements, present the latest
research developments as well as to discuss the current problems so the
future challenges on the issues of concrete durability can be properly
addressed.

It is the fourth consecutive international meeting on durability of concrete
structures under the ICDCS series and follows previous successful
meetings held in Hangzhou, China (2008), Sapporo, Japan (2010) and
Belfast, United Kingdom (2012).
Visit www.conf.purdue.edu for more information

http://www.conf.purdue.edu/landing_pages/icdcs/
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